
Dekko comprises five powerful communication tools

on one, ultra-secure, web-based platform that is

secure by design. All data is end-to-end encrypted

making it unreadable and unusable in the event of a

data breach. The platform is easy to use, access and

greatly reduces IT administration. It includes a

comprehensive audit trail guaranteeing 

non-repudiation and chain of custody.

SOLUTION

To enhance the security of internal and external

communication and confidential document sharing

and approvals. 

To reduce the technology stack from multiple,

disparate communication tools to one, ultra-secure

platform. 

OBJECTIVES

Confidential file sharing with

comprehensive audit trail.

In platform document approval

with unlimited e-signatures.

Project groups with granular

visibility control. 

Private chat and email.

Web-based, end-to-end

encrypted video conferencing.

How Dekko Helps

Ensuring the confidential

sharing of large, highly sensitive

files as they move around a

complex business environment.

Access to comprehensive audit

trail and easy management of

visibility and access controls.

To communicate securely via

video conferencing while

sharing sensitive documents.

Typical Challenges

Users can effortlessly share and collaborate with

colleagues and an unlimited number of external

stakeholders in total security, while also dramatically

reducing the risk of human error.

Secure File Sharing and  Collaboration

Dekko helps organisations replace inefficient manual

workflow processes, with a simple and highly secure

digital solution that increases security, drives

efficiency and dramatically reduces cost. 

Cost Savings and Increased Productivity

LAW FIRM USE CASE 
Popular sharing and collaboration

tools are not designed for security.  The

sharing of highly confidential

information internally and externally

places law firms at significant risk of

ransomware attacks and data

breaches.

BENEFITS

AT A GLANCE

Docs copied onto

storage device

Safe hand

courier delivery

Received by anyone and

password sent by SMS

Device typically not

returned or destroyed

Docs prepared and

uploaded securely to

DekkoVault

Docs read, versioned,

discussed and approved

securely on Dekko


